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Executive Summary
•

Over the past five years, cultural, legislative, and governance factors have strongly influenced board diversity resulting in an increase of
women directors serving on U.S. public company boards.

•

Women now hold 30% of board seats across the S&P 500, relative to 18% held five years ago. This increase should be considered a
milestone in the journey, with expectations for continued progress over the coming years.

•

During this same five-year period, women board members have increased by a net amount of approximately 2,700 while, in contrast,
men board members have declined by a net amount of approximately 1,900. These numbers were attained by examining a broader data
set consisting of thousands of companies with more than $150 million in market capitalization. This total includes the Russell 3000, plus
many more companies whose data were collected by DirectorMoves, a weekly publication which analyzes Board changes. This vast increase
in women board members demonstrates the strong commitment of U.S. corporations in regard to board gender diversity.

•

In 2021, the departure rates for men board members are projected to be over four times higher than their women colleagues, with
over 1,800 men departing boards as compared to 460 women departing during that same period (Source: DirectorMoves). This change
reflects a shift in board composition that is driven by companies seeking both diversity and a broader mindset regarding the critical
capabilities needed for today’s boards.

•

U.S. companies have made great strides towards a balance of gender diversity on boards. This is in addition to the nascent growing success
of the recruitment of underrepresented minorities.

•

A potential challenge to meaningful board diversity may be current board governance practices; more ongoing evaluations in terms of
board structure, succession planning, term limits, and retirement ages may be required to further facilitate continued diversification.

Overview
As executive compensation advisors to the boards of many prominent publicly traded companies, we are
witnesses to the revolutionary increase of women directors in the board room. Board gender diversity remains a
major corporate governance objective globally. The U.S. has achieved substantial progress on gender diversity
at many large publicly traded companies. Significant progress
has been made as society, investor preferences, and governance
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diversity including URM representation. We also discuss how current board governance structures may need to
be reframed in the effort of advancing broader board diversity.

Women Joining Boards: By the Numbers
To understand the progress of women on boards, we have utilized unique information from the DirectorMoves
database that contains information from thousands of companies with market capitalizations of $150 million or
greater, which would include all of the Russell 3000 plus many more. These data allow us to develop real-time
information, specifically focusing on the number of directors joining and departing boards by gender. The
DirectorMoves data show a significant increase in women board members over the past five years with over
2,700 women joining boards (net of departures); 1,300 of whom joined in the last two years. In stark contrast,
over 1,900 men (net of new men joining) have departed from board service during the same period (Figure 1).
The definition of “net amount” is calculated as [net board members = total board members joining – total board
members departing]. For example, if a total of 10 women joined boards in a period and 7 departed in the same
period, the net increase is 3 joining. The same methodology was used to calculate the net for men.
In a 2021 annualized forecast, over 1,400 men will have been recruited to join boards, while over 1,800 men
will have departed. By contrast, over 1,200 women directors will have been recruited to join boards, and 460
will have departed (Figure 2). While the total projected number of men joining boards remains slightly higher than
women in 2021, the forecasted departure levels for men are substantially higher than that of women (1,857 men
versus 460 women).
Figure 1: Five Year Cumulative Comparison

Figure 2: 2021 Board Members Joining and Departing
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These data come from two DirectorMoves data sources. Cumulative change data in Figure 1 reflects the number of board joiners less the number of board departures by
gender as reported by DirectorMoves twice weekly since January 1, 2021. Full year data are forecasted based on the annualized weekly trend since January 1, 2021. The
gross numbers in Figure 2 reflect 2021 year to date data which have been interpolated. As a general matter, these are not the same people joining and departing.

The DirectorMoves data indicate a compound annual growth rate of women on boards of approximately 25% over
the past four years; however, the growth of women on boards has decelerated in the past two years (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Women Joining Boards (2017 – 2021)
Women Joining Boards 2017 - 2021 (Net)
Total Sample
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Source: DirectorMoves data
*Net calculation example: 10 women join boards and 3 depart equals 7 net.
**Full year data are forecasted based on annualized weekly trend since January 1, 2021.

In contrast, despite the fact that we estimate that there are slightly more men than women still being recruited to
boards, the number of men on boards has declined on average by almost 380 per year over the past five years
(Figure 4).
Figure 4: Men Departing Boards (2017 – 2021)
Men Departing Boards 2017 - 2021 (Net)
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Source: DirectorMoves data
*Net calculation example: 10 men join boards and 12 depart equals -2 net.
**Full year data are forecasted based on annualized weekly trend since January 1, 2021.
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Evolution of Board Gender Composition
Currently, 30% of the S&P 500 independent board directors are women. This shows progress when compared to
2015, when women represented approximately 18% of board composition. In 2015, there was an average of 1–2
women independent board members sitting on a board of 9–11 board members. Today, the average number of
women directors is 3.3, 2 within an average board size of 10.8. 3 Further, nearly 400 women were recruited in the past
two years to S&P 500 boards. Over the past five years, we have seen a 78% increase in the number of women
directors of S&P 500 companies, with the percent change increasing to over 200% in the ten years from 2011–2021
(Figure 5). These growth rates are directionally consistent with the more expansive universe of the DirectorMoves
data, which capture a broader sample of companies of varying sizes and whose progress has advanced (as outlined in
Figure 3 above), but not at the pace of the S&P 500.
F
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Figure 5: Women Joining Boards – S&P 500
Women as a Percent of New Directors
SpencerStuart S&P 500 Board Diversity Snapshot
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Source: SpencerStuart 2021 S&P 500 Board Diversity Snapshot
*Note: SpencerStuart utilized public proxy filings for their important study which generally reflects women recruited in FY 2020.

While 30% was the initial target level for women board representation in 2015, it should be considered a milestone
in the journey with expectations for continued progress. Certain S&P 500 organizations are leading the way with
50% or greater women board diversity in 2021. Of note, within the ten S&P 500 companies that have 50% or more
women on their board, six also have women Chief Executive Officers and/or women Board Chairs, supporting recent
observations that companies with women leaders tend to have more diverse board composition.4
This progress has been driven within the U.S. by a number of factors including legislation, regulatory efforts, and
shareholder focus, as well as the hard work of groups and leaders focused on the criticality of diversity issues. For
example, in 2018 California passed Senate Bill 826 into law which requires California headquartered, publicly
traded companies to have at least one woman on the board. Additional states that have enacted board diversityrelated measures include: Colorado, Maryland, Illinois, and New York.5 In August 2021, the SEC approved
NASDAQ’s Board Diversity Rule which requires companies listed on their U.S. stock exchange to publicly disclose
board-level diversity statistics annually using a standardized template, or explain why they do not have at least two
diverse directors. 6 Further, Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”) has just closed the comment period for the
ISS Proposed Benchmark Policy Changes for 2022, which include proposed changes to ISS’ gender, racial and
ethnic policies in multiple markets.7 These requirements will help organizations both focus on their diversity,
inclusion and belonging priorities while providing shareholders and employees with increased transparency
regarding board-level progress towards broader diversity.
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Reframing Board Governance Norms to Accelerate Progress
The progress towards a balance of gender diversity on boards is significant. As we identify factors that may be
posing challenges to diversity on boards generally, it is important to evaluate whether current board governance
practices should be revised to keep pace with cultural and social changes in the broader environment. To continue
diversity progress, companies should reevaluate the skills and capabilities they need from their board members as
well as facilitate that evolution of skills to match strategy and culture (e.g., through board refreshment, changes in
board recruiting strategy, etc.). We see this new mindset emerging as companies continue to focus on board
succession planning with the same rigor as management succession planning.

Conclusion
The increased representation of women in the boardroom over the past five years is promising. Gender diversity has
gained both momentum and visibility as society, investor preferences, and governance have evolved, often through
the hard work of groups and leaders focused on the criticality of this issue. Further, many organizations have already
begun the execution of their diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging priorities which means that we can expect to
see more change in board composition in the coming years. With the increasing requirements for consistent
disclosure across U.S. publicly traded companies, and ongoing investor pressure, we expect closer attention to
increased URM diversity as well. Boards must ensure that board members continue to have the skills and capabilities
to best support their business strategies and meet stakeholder expectations. This will help spur progress in creating
boards composed of a variety of different people and perspectives — creating a richer dialogue, enhanced decisionmaking, and improved company performance.
General questions about this Viewpoint can be directed to Olivia Wakefield at olivia.wakefield@paygovernance.com or Ira T. Kay at
ira.kay@paygovernance.com.
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